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when you create a new profile member, you will be able to give the profile a name. the default name
is the only name the profile will have and is a bit long and cumbersome. by giving a name, you can
change the name of the profile member at any time. you can also change the color, layer, and
material of the profile. i usually use profile manager for the material change. so how does a dm
profile builder extension work? it's actually pretty easy to understand, but there are a lot of details to
cover. lets take a look at the three basic components of the extension: the dm profile builder
extension, the sketchup plugin, and the profile model created with the extension. the first thing
you'll need to do is install the sketchup plugin. this isn't so complicated, but it is a requirement. you
can find the dm plugin under the plugin manager under the sketchup menu. go ahead and install it.
the second thing you'll need to do is create a profile, using one of the extension's built-in profiles or
your own custom profile. the extension contains a set of default profiles, and you can create your
own custom profiles if you have a good understanding of the dm profile tools. we'll talk about this a
bit more in a minute, but it's a pretty basic process. let's get to the profile creation step. go ahead
and open the dm profile builder extension under the sketchup menu. in the settings window, select
your profile and choose the name for it. if you have a custom profile, then create it now. if not, you
can select one of the default profiles and choose the name for it.
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a profile is flexible and can be broken down into parts. a profile cannot be broken. the content of a
profile is the profile itself. when you break down a profile into parts, the individual parts become

individual components. if this is your first time using the tools, remember to make a profile
component if you need to save your work. elevation input is optional in profile builder. if the level of
the elevation is exactly on top of the base material, then you can leave it off. if you dont, you can

edit the profile members cylinder and use the extrude tool to add a level to the profile member. the
toolsets in the toolbar are listed in the order they will be used. you can view an example of the

profile builder toolbar in the developer toolbar section of the tutorial. if you use the profile builder
toolbar, you may find it easier to turn on the developer toolbar when you first launch. its important

to remember the lower the profile, the lower the cost for the profile member. lowering the profile will
make the member smaller in size, and the profiles placement point will be higher in the assembly. if
you lower the profile, the profile member may be difficult to place or may not work well if it has any
extrusions. lets say you would like a profile member to be flush against a wall. you would need to
lower the profile member and create an extrusion so it fits perfectly in the wall. if you create the
profile member at the base of the wall, the lower the profile member, the lower the cost for the

member. if you want to see how a profile member looks in 3d, you can view the profile in 3d in the
sketchup previewer. to view the profile in 3d, open the previewer, click on the profile, and then click

on the view tab. 5ec8ef588b
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